EQUIPMENT REVIEW

Shunyata Research Delta
NR and EF power cords
by Alan Sircom

I

don’t generally like to cross-reference reviews from within
the same issue of the magazine, and I especially don’t
like to start a review in the middle, but this deserves
saying: the review for the Devialet Pro Expert 140 on
page 95 of this issue would have been materially different
were it not for the inclusion of the Shunyata Research Delta
NR power cords. The difference in performance was so
marked, not only should Shunyata invest in a
Devialet for demonstration purposes (and vice
versa), but any member of the Shunyata team
should be able to rock up at Devialet’s Parisian
offices and demand the highest of high-grade
croissant they get delivered daily. This is
not synergy; what the Delta NR does
happens universally... it’s just that
the Devialet so benefits from
what the Delta NR does, it’s
almost laughable.
The clue for the reason
Devialet and Shunyata go
so well together is in the
name. That ‘NR’ suffix of the
Shunyata Research Delta NR
power cables stands for ‘Noise
Reduction’ and it’s the most
affordable mains cable in the
company’s line to feature the
brand’s patented CCI filter
system. This is a multi-stage
filter designed to limit the crosscontamination of mains from other
products in the system or even the home.
Normally, that kind of filtration requires a
large box filled with ‘coils and caps’ or
a large transformer designed to act as a
buffer between the system and the outside
world, but we’re fighting a losing battle, as there
are power-polluting fifth columnists within our very
audio equipment. Delta NR is the fightback.
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That might be good enough for some brands, but
Shunyata Research doesn’t do ‘good enough’ at any price
point. So the Delta NR features the company’s big 10AWG
VTX hollow-core inductors, woven out of 99.99% pure
oxygen-free copper. This makes for some relatively hefty
conductors; larger than would fit into the typical off-theshelf high-end plugs used with most good power cords.
At this point, most companies would make
a compromise, usually in slimming down
the conductors. Shunyata makes its own
connectors, which it calls CopperCONN. It’s
actually a pretty good name if you ever see one
of these plugs opened up because there
is one heck of a lot of copper in there:
no brass or bronze or even toughpitch copper, just lots of highpurity copper. You can tell this by
the weight of the plug even if you
don’t open the connector; either
the casing is made of stone (it’s
not) or there is a lot of metal
inside those plugs. Because of
the size of the UK audio market
relative to the US and EU, UK
audiophiles are often shortchanged here with off-the-shelf
13A connectors, but again that
isn’t the Shunyata way. Some
of the delay in bringing these
products into the UK was designing
a plug that worked to Shunyata’s specs.
The cable itself is finished in a heavy black
braided outer sleeve, and there are two
sizes of IEC socket; the conventional large
rounded model, and a more slimline EF
design (which doesn’t include the CCI filter).
There is no appreciable run-in, as Shunyata deploys
its proprietary KPIP (Kinetic Phase Inversion Process)
to do a lot of that job at the factory.
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The cable itself is relatively flexible. It’s supplied in a
circular case that looks like it should hold a drummer’s hi-hat
cymbals (or, if you live in the 1950s, a very flat trilby), and is
best unrolled snake-like from its coils and used without hard
kinks or bends. However, this is not one of those inflexible
cables that lifts lighter products from their equipment stands.
As discussed earlier, Delta NR is all about eliminating
power-borne noise from component to component. If you
want to know how big an influence this can be, if your system
is mounted on a single power distribution block that has one
or preferably two spare sockets, try this: put a plug-top mobile
phone charger into one of the spare sockets and hear what
it does to your system. Plug in the Delta NR (not necessarily
connected to anything) and the phone charger seems to go
away. That’s the moment you get what Delta NR does, and
you’ll find yourself buying one per product. The effects are
sort of cumulative, in that each product both introduces its
own power nasties and reacts to the power nasties of other
products in the system, but it doesn’t mean the effects
improve exponentially, just that at each additional Delta
NR, the system gets a little bit more honest, more detailed,
and less ‘electronicky’ sounding. What’s perhaps equally
surprising is just how much of this general murkiness we learn
to accommodate, and how large a transformation it makes in
being systematically reduced.
It could be easy to fall into the gravitational pull of clichéworld here and discuss how this lowers the noise floor of a
system, because the Shunyata Research Delta NR cables do
seem to make the background hash of audio electronics seem
to drop slightly. But ‘inky black silences’ are more a by-product
than a goal here. Instead, what Delta NR does so well is let a
product sound like it ought to sound. It’s the way it makes the
amplifier sound like it’s not struggling at high-frequencies quite
as much as it did before, or the way that DAC just seems to
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sound less artificial and more like real organic music. And yes,
some of that comes as a result of ‘limpid pools of pellucidity’
but it’s the music not the paddling pool that counts here – a
calmness and poise that Delta NR brings to the music playing
through your system.
This isn’t a power cord for those who want to shape the
sound of their system, but for those who want to experience
their system in true honesty. That could be something of a
double-edged sword: Delta NR and EF are affordable enough
to be used with some relatively prosaic audio electronics
and while some of this will shine, in some cases both Deltas
will act like a microscope and showcase the flaws inherent
in your system. However, in most systems you will be more
impressed by what your gear is capable of, even if sometimes
that comes with some over-exposure.
Shunyata Research Delta power cords are possibly the
most ‘now’ thing you can use in audio. Thanks to a lot of
products with cheap and nasty switch mode power supplies
pumping nasties into your local mains, good audio is fighting
a losing battle for sound. Delta fights in your corner.

PRICE AND CONTACT DETAILS
Prices: Delta NR £770 (1.75m cable); Delta EF £660
(1.75m cable)
Manufactured by: Shunyata Research
URL: shunyata.com
Distributed in the UK by: the Shunyata Distribution
company
Tel: +44(0) 330 223 3769
URL: shunyata-uk.com
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